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Abstract 
Jackson and Wormald showed that every 3-cormected planar graph G contains a Tutte cycle 
C such that each component of G-  C contains less than I V(G)I/2 vertices. We prove in this 
paper that IV(G)[~2 can be replaced by I V(G)I/3. This answers a question of Jackson and 
Wormald. This result may be used to give a better lower bound on the length of a longest cycle 
in a 3-connected planar graph. 
I. Introduction 
We consider finite simple graphs. Let G be a graph, X a set of vertices and edges 
of G. Then G - X denotes the graph obtained from G by deleting X and all edges inci- 
dent to some vertex in X. Let x, y be two vertices in G. Then G+xy = G if xy E E(G), 
otherwise G + xy denotes the graph obtained from G by adding the edge xy. A circuit 
graph is an ordered pair (G, C) consisting of a 2-connected plane graph G and a fa- 
cial cycle C of G such that for any 2-cut U of G, each component of G - U contains 
a vertex of C. A plane chain of blocks is a plane graph with blocks B1,B2 ..... Bk such 
that for i , j= 1,2 . . . . .  k, B i f-]Bj consists of exactly one vertex if l i - j l  = 1, Bi MBj =0 
for [ i - j [~>2, and Ui~jBi is in the infinite face of Bj. We also say that B1 and Bk 
are the endblocks. For a cycle C in a plane graph and x, y E V(C), we use xCy to 
denote the subpath of C from x to y in the clockwise direction. In a plane graph, the 
outerwalk is the facial walk bounding the infinite face. An outerwalk which is a cycle 
is an outercycle. 
Obviously, if C is a facial cycle of a 3-connected plane graph G, then (G, C) is 
a circuit graph. Circuit graphs have the following nice inductive properties. Let (G, C) 
be a circuit graph such that C is the outercycle. Let C' be a cycle in G and let H 
be the subgraph of G contained in the closed disc bounded by C'. Then (H, C') is 
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a circuit graph. Also for v E V(C), G - v is a plane chain of blocks B1 . . . . .  Bk such that 
v has a neighbor in B1 and a neighbor in Bk neither of which is a cutvertex of G - v. 
Let P be a subgraph of a graph G. A P-bridge of G is either a single edge 
of G-  E(P) with both ends on P, or a component of G-  V(P) together with the 
edges joining the component to P (and all incident vertices). For any P-bridge B 
of G, the attachments of B on P are the vertices in V(B)fq V(P). A path (or cycle) 
P in a graph G is a Tutte path (or Tutte cycle) if every P-bridge of G has at most 
three attachments (on P). 
Tutte [6] proved that every 2-connected planar graph contains a Tutte cycle through 
two given edges on a facial cycle. This implies that every 4-connected planar graph 
contains a Hamilton cycle. Jackson and Wormald [2] proved that every 3-connected 
planar graph G contains a Tutte cycle T such that every component of G - T contains 
less than I V(G)I/2 vertices. This result was used to show that a longest cycle in a 
3-connected planar graph with n vertices has length at least cn °'2. (A conjecture of 
Moon and Moser [3] says that 0.2 should be 1og32.) In [2], Jackson and Wormald 
remarked that the lower bound cn °'2 may be significantly improved if iV(G)l/2 in their 
result can be improved. In particular, they asked if it can reduced to I V(G)I/3. This 
remark and the conjecture of Moon and Moser [3] have been the motivation of this 
paper. Specifically, we prove the following two results. 
Theorem A. Let (G,C) be a circuit graph and e , f  E E(C). Then G contains a Tutte 
cycle T through e and f such that every T-bridge of G containing an edge of C 
has just two attachments and every component of G-  T contains less than I V(G)I/2 
vertices. 
Theorem A was used by Gao and Yu [1] to show that the length of a longest cycle 
in a circuit graph with n vertices is at least cn 0"4. Their proof is similar to that of 
Jackson and Wormald [2] (but much simpler by using Theorem A). 
Theorem B. Let (G, C) be a circuit graph with e E E( C). Then (G, C) contains a Tutte 
cycle T through e such that every T-bridge of G containing an edge of C has just 
two attachments and every component of G - T contains less than I V(G)I/3 vertices. 
2. Lemmas 
In this section we prove a key result (Lemma 3). But first we need two known 
results. The following result is due to Thomassen [4]. 
Lemma 1. Let G be a connected plane graph with outerwalk C. Let x E V(C), e E 
E(C), and y E V(G) - {x} such that G contains a path from x to y through e. Then 
G contains a Tutte path P from x to y through e such that every P-bridge of G 
containing an edge of C has at most two attachments. 
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Lemma 1 was proved in [4] for 2-connected graphs, but it easily generalizes to 
connected graphs. Note that Lemma 1 implies that every 4-connected planar graph is 
Hamilton connected. The next result is due to Thomas and Yu [5]. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a 2-connected plane graph with outercycle C, and let x, u, v, y 
be four distinct vertices on C in this clockwise order. Then G contains a Tutte path 
P from x to y through u and v such that every P-bridge of G containing an edge 
of  xCy has just two attachments. 
Lemma 2 was used in [5] to show that every 4-connected projective planar graph 
contains a Hamilton cycle. We point out that Lemma 2 still holds when u or v or both 
are edges. We are ready to prove the following result which is crucial to our main 
results. 
Lemma 3. Let (G,C) be a circuit graph, and x,y ,z  be three distinct vertices on C 
in this clockwise order. Then the following statements are true. 
(a) G contains a Tutte path P from x to z through y such that every P-bridge 
of G containing an edge of xCz has just two attachments. Moreover, i f  a component 
of G - P has at least I V(G)I/2 vertices then it is contained in a P-bridge of G with 
exactly two attachments. 
(b) G contains a Tutte path P from x to z through y such that every P-bridge 
of  G containing an edge of  zCy has just two attachments. Moreover, i f  a component 
D of G -P  has at least I V(G)I/2 vertices then D is contained in a P-bridge of  G 
with exactly two attachments, unless there is a 2-cut {s, t} of G with s E zCx-  x and 
t ExCy-{x ,y}  such that the {s,t}-bridge of G containing x also contains D. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that C is the outer cycle of G. We 
will prove both (a) and (b) simultaneously using induction on IE(G)I. Clearly, both 
(a) and (b) hold for K3, the unique smallest circuit graph. Now, assume G has at least 
four edges, and both (a) and (b) hold for circuit graphs with at most IE(G)I - 1 edges. 
Note that in proving (a) (respectively, (b)) we use (b) (respectively, (a)), but it is 
only applied to circuit graphs with at most ]E(G) I -  1 edges. Let yl be the neighbor 
of y on xCy. Note that x = yl is possible. 
(a): (1) We may assume that G does not contain a 2-cut {s, t} with s E xCy - y and 
t E yCz - y such that the {s, t}-bridge of G containing y contains a vertex other than 
y or an edge not on C. 
Otherwise, let B be the {s,t}-bridge of G containing y and let B' be the other 
{s, t}-bridge of G. In B + st we use induction and (a) to find a Tutte path Q from 
s to t through y such that every Q-bridge of B + st containing an edge of sCt has 
just two attachments, and if a component of B + st has at least IV(G)I/2>IV(B)I/2 
vertices then it is contained in a Q-bridge of B ÷ st with exactly two attachments. 
Let B t~ be obtained from B' by adding a vertex u and edges us and ut. In B" we 
use induction and (a) to find a Tutte path Q' from x to z through u such that every 
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Q~-bridge of B" containing an edge of xCs U {su, ut} U tCz has just two attachments, 
and if a component of B" -Q '  has at least IV(G)I/2>IV(B")I/2 vertices then it is 
contained in a Q~-bridge of B" with exactly two attachments. Then P = Q u (Q ' -u )  
is the desired path, which completes the proof of (1). 
Let H be the minimal union of blocks in G-  xCJ containing yCz. Clearly, by 
(1), H is a block or H-y  is a block. Let B*= H if H is a block, otherwise let 
B*=H-y .  We use C* to denote the outercycle of B* or C*=B*  if B* is an 
edge. Let u = y if y E B*, otherwise let u be the unique neighbor of y in B* N C. Let 
v C B* n C such that vCx is shortest. Let w --- v if v # z, otherwise let w be the neighbor 
o fz  on zC*u. Let vl . . . . .  vn be the attachments of (HUxCy~)-bridges of G on C* in 
this clockwise order such that vl = v and vn = y. We use  xiCy i to denote the maximal 
subpath of xCy such that xi and Yi are in (H UxCy')-bridges of G containing vi. Let J/ 
be the union of xiCyi and all (H U xCy')-bridges of G with all attachments contained in 
xiCyi U {vi). 
(2) B* contains a Tutte path P* from z to u such that every P*-bridge of B* con- 
taining an edge of wC*z has just two attachments, and if a component of B* - P* has 
at least IV(G)[~2 vertices then it is contained in a P*-bridge of B* containing an edge 
of uC*z. Moreover, if some Jk contains at least [V(G)]/2 vertices or some {yk-l,xk}- 
bridge of G not containing H contains at least IV(G)[~2 vertices, then vk E P*. 
Let P* = B* if B* is an edge. So assume that B* is not an edge. Then C* is a cycle. 
Suppose for some k, Jk contains at least [V(G)[/2 vertices or some {yk_l,xk}-bridge 
of G not containing H contains at least [V(G)[/2 vertices. Then IV(B*)[ <~[V(G)I/2+ 1. 
We use Lemma 1 in B* to find a Tutte path P* from z to u through vk such that 
every P*-bridge of B* containing an edge of C* has just two attachments. Clearly, 
every component of B* -P*  contains less than IV(G)[~2 vertices. So assume that 
I V(B*)l >IV(G)I/2. 
(2.1) We may assume that B* does not contain a 2-cut {s, t} C V(zC* u) such that the 
{s, t}-bridge B of B* not containing uC*z contains at least IV(G)[~2 vertices. Other- 
wise, choose such a 2-cut so that B is minimal. Then in the new graph obtained from 
B* by replacing B with the edge st, we use Lemma 1 to find a Tutte path P1 from 
z to u through e such that every Pl-bridge containing an edge of (C* - B) U {e} has 
just two attachments. Note that since (G, C) is a circuit graph, (C* N B) -  {s,t} # ~. 
In B + st we use (a) and induction to find a Tutte path P2 from s to t through 
a vertex in (C* NB) -  {s,t} such that every P2-bridge of B + st containing an edge 
of C* NB has just two attachments, and if a component of (B +st ) -P2  has at least 
[V(G)I/2> IV(B)]~2 vertices then it is contained in a P2-bridge M of B + st with 
exactly two attachments. Since (G, C) is a circuit graph, M contains an edge of C*, 
contradicting the choice of B. Hence, P* = (P1 - e)UP2 is the desired path. 
(2.2) We may assume that w # u. Otherwise, since (G, C) is a circuit graph, uC*z 
contains a vertex u' other than u or z. We use induction and (a) to find a Tutte 
path P* in B* from z to u through u r such that every P*-bridge of B* containing 
an edge of uC*z has just two attachments, and if a component of B* -P*  has at 
least [V(G)[/2>]V(B*)]/2 vertices then it is contained in a P*-bridge of B* with 
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exactly two attachments (and so containing an edge of uC*z). Thus, P* is the desired 
path. 
By induction and (b), we find a Tutte path Q* in B* from z to u through w such 
that every Q*-bridge of B* containing an edge of wC*z has just two attachments. If 
every component of B* -Q*  contains less than IV(G)[~2 vertices or is contained in 
a Q*-bridge of B* containing an edge of uC*z, then P* = Q* is the desired path. So, 
by (2.1) and (b), B* contains a 2-cut {s, t} with s E wC*u - {w, u} and t E uC*z - u 
such that the {s, t}-bridge B of B* containing u also contains D. 
We choose such a 2-cut {s,t} so that B is minimal. Let L=B*- (B -{s , t} ) ,  and 
let K=B+st .  Hence, [V(L)[<<,[V(G)[/2. We now find paths in L and K to form the 
desired path P*. By induction and (b), we find a Tutte path P1 in K from u to t 
through s such that every Pl-bridge of K containing an edge of sC*t has just two 
attachments. Note that every component of K -P1  has less than [V(G)[/2 vertices, 
otherwise by (b) a component of K-P1  with at least [V(G)]/2>[V(K)[/2 vertices 
must be contained in a {s', t'}-bridge of K containing u, where s' E sC*u-  {s,u} and 
ttE uC*t -  u, which contradicts the minimality of B. 
If st EP1, then in L we use Lemma 1 to find a Tutte path P2 from z to s such 
that every Pz-bridge of L containing an edge of the outerwalk of L has at most two 
attachments, and if t ~ P1 then the Pl-bridge of L containing t has just one attachment. 
It is easy to see that P* =(PI  -st)tAP2 is the desired path. Note that if tf~P* then 
the component of B* -P*  containing t may have at least [V(G)[/2 vertices, but such 
a component is contained in a P*-bridge of B* with just two attachments and containing 
an edge of uC*z. 
So assume st f~P1. If z = t, then let P2 = {z}. Now, let z ¢ t. Then let L' be the 
minimal union of blocks of L -  s containing tC*z, and let s t be the vertex in LtA C* 
such that stC*s is shortest. Now, in U we use Lemma 1 to find a Tutte path P2 from 
z to t through s t such that every Pz-bridge of L t containing an edge of its outerwalk 
has at most two attachments. Now, P* =PI  UP2 is the desired path. This completes 
the proof of (2). 
In the rest of the proof of (a), let Q = P* if y c B*, otherwise Q = P* + yu. Let F t 
be the union of xCf ,  all (H tA xCf)-bridges of G, and all Q-bridges of H containing 
a vertex in {vl . . . . .  Vn}- Q. We use F to denote the component of F ' -Q  containing 
xCf .  Let al .... , an be the cutvertices of F on C in this clockwise order, where a0 = x 
and an+l = y'. Note that ao =a l  is possible. Let F/ denote the {ai_l,ai}-bridge of F 
containing ai-lCai, and let F/ be the block of F/ containing ai-lCai. Let Ci denote 
the outerwalk of F[. What we do next is to find a suitable path Qi in F[ from ai-i 
to ai, and all these paths together with Q and the edge yf  form the desired path P. 
Let Qi =F/'  if F[ is an edge. So assume that F/' is not an edge. If F/ is an {ai-l,ai}- 
bridge of G, then ai-lCai contains a vertex r other than ai-i or ai. We use induction 
and (a) to find a Tutte path Qi in F/ from ai-! to a i through r such that every Q/-bridge 
of ~t containing an edge of ai-lCai has just two attachments, and if a component of 
F i ' -Q i  has at least [V(G)]/2 > [V(F/i')I/2 vertices then it is contained in a Qi-bridge 
of ~t with exactly two attachments. 
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So, we may assume that F/' is not an {ai_l,ai}-bridge of G. If F /AH = {r'} C V(Q), 
then {ai_l,ai,r t} is a 3-cut of G. Let r iEQ- -a i - l  be the neighbor of r' such that 
riCiai-1 is shortest. We now use exactly the same argument as for (2) to find a Tutte 
path Qi in F// from ai-1 to ai such that every Qi-bridge of F/ containing an edge 
of ai-lCiri has just two attachments, and if a component of Fit -Qi  has at least 
[V(G)I/2>IV(Fi')I/2 vertices then it is in a Qi-bridge of F/' with exactly two 
attachments and containing an edge of ai-lCiai. Note that in applying (2) and its 
argument, F/', ai- I, ai, ri, ai- 1Ciai, ai- 1Ciri correspond to B*, z, u, w, uC* z, wC* z, respec- 
tively. Also the counterclockwise direction of Ci corresponds to the clockwise direction 
of C*. 
Therefore, we may assume that F / /NH#O. Hence, F~NH is contained in some 
Q-bridge B of H. If IV(F/.' N B)I = 1, then let wi be the unique vertex in F/.' N B, oth- 
erwise there is a vertex wi in Ci which is in a face of G containing both vertices 
in B n Q. We use Lemma 1 to find a Tutte path Qi in F/ from ai-1 to ai through wi 
such that every Qi-bridge of F/' containing an edge of Ci has just two attachments. 
Note that every component of F/' - Qi is either completely contained in B or disjoint 
from B. Hence, if there is a component o fF / ' -Q i  containing at least IV(G)[~2 vertices, 
then it is contained in some (HUxCJ)-bridge of G, and so is contained in some Jk. 
By (2), vk E P*, and so F /NH = 9, a contradiction. Hence, every component of F / ' -Qi  
contains less than I V(G)I/2 vertices. 
Finally, Qu  (Ui"=l Qi) gives the desired path P. This completes the proof of (a). 
(b): The proof is similar to that of (a). We now outline it. By the same argument 
as for (1) (using (b) and induction instead of (a) and induction) we can prove the 
following. 
(1') We may assume that G contains no 2-cut {s,t} with s ExCy-y  and t E yCz-y  
such that the {s, t}-bridge of G containing y contains a vertex other than y or an edge 
not on C. 
We define n,B* ,u ,v ,w,  Ji,xi, Yi, Vi as  in proof of (a). 
(U) B* contains a Tutte path P* from z to u through v such that every P*-bridge 
of B* containing an edge of zC*u has just two attachments, and if a component 
of B* -P*  has at least I V(G)I/2 vertices then it is contained in a P*-bridge of B* 
with exactly two attachments and containing an edge of uC*z. Moreover, if for some k, 
Jk contains at least IV(G)[~2 vertices or some {yk_l,Xk}-bridge of G not containing 
H contains at least IV(G)I/2 vertices, then vk EP*. 
The proof of (2') is essentially the same as that of (2). But we always use Lemma 2 
instead of Lemma 1 and we always ask v E P*. Also we use (a) and induction instead 
of (b) and induction (and so we do not deal with the 'unless' part of (b)). 
In Jl + ylv we use Lemma 1 to find a Tutte path Q' from a0 =Xl to v through 
ylv such that every Q'-bridge of J1 + ylv containing an edge of vCy 1 has just two 
attachments. We may assume Yt = at. Then we find the same Qi for i ~> l as in the proof 
( " of (a) (using (2) and/or its argument). Now, P = Q u (Q' - ytv) u Ui=t Qi) u {yy'} 
is the desired path. Note that if a component of G - P has at least I V(G)I/2 vertices 
then it is contained in Jl. [] 
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3. Proofs of main results 
Proof of Theorem A. We first apply (a) of Lemma 3 to find a Tutte path P between the 
two ends of f through e (by subdividing e) such that every P-bridge of G containing 
an edge of C has just two attachments, and if a component of G -P  has at least 
IV(G)]~2 vertices then it is contained in a P-bridge of G containing an edge of C. If 
such a component does not exist, then P + f gives the desired cycle. Hence, let B be 
a P-bridge of G containing at least IV(G)]~2 vertices. Select P so that B is minimal. 
We replace B by an edge between the vertices of B N P, and in the resulting graph 
we use Lemma 2 to find a Tutte path P1 between the vertices of B N P and through e 
and f such that every Pa-bridge containing an edge of C -B  has just two attachments. 
In B we use (a) of Lemma 3 to find a Tutte path P2 between the two vertices of B ~ P 
such that every P2-bridge of B containing an edge of C A B has just two attachments, 
and if a component of B -  P2 has at least ]V(G)I/2 vertices then it is contained in 
some P2-bfidge of B with just two attachments (and so containing an edge of C). By 
the choice of P,/°1 U P2 gives the desired cycle. [] 
Proof of Theorem B. We use induction on the number of edges in G. It is trivially 
true when G is a cycle with chords. So we may assume that G has vertices not on C. 
We may also assume that IV(G)] ~>6. 
(1) We may assume that G is 3-connected. First, we may assume that G does not not 
contain 2-cuts Si, i = 1,2, such that there are Si-bridges Bi of G with ]V(Bi)I >~IV(G)]/3 
+ 2 and (B1 -S l  )A (B2 -$2)= 0. Otherwise, we choose Si so that each Bi is minimal. 
Note that IV(Bi)]<~2]V(G)I/3 and we allow $1 =$2. We replace Bi by an edge ei 
between vertices of Si, and in the resulting graph we use Lemma 2 to find a Tutte 
path P between the vertices of el and through e2 (and e if e ~BI U B2) such that 
every P-bridge containing an edge of C - (B1 t3B2) has just two attachments. Now, 
in Bi we apply (a) of Lemma 3 to find a Tutte path P/ between two vertices of Si 
(and through e if e EBi) such that every Pi-bridge containing an edge of CABi has 
just two attachments, and if a component of Bi -  Pi has at least I V(G)]/3 >1 ]Y(Bi)l/2 
vertices then it is contained in a P/-bridge of Bi with just two attachments (and so 
containing an edge of C fq Bi). Clearly by the choice of Bi, each component of Bi -P~. 
has less than I V(G)]/3 vertices, and (P -  eE)UP1 t3P2 is the desired cycle. 
Now, suppose S={s, t}  is a 2-cut of G. Then SC V(C). Since [V(G)I>~6 , let B be 
an S-bridge of G containing at least ]V(G)I/3 + 2 vertices. We choose S so that B is 
minimal. Let B t be the other S-bridge of G which is not an edge. By the previous 
paragraph, ]V(B')] <IV(G)]/3 + 2. 
If e ~ B, then in B + st we use induction to find a Tutte cycle T1 through st such that 
every Tl-bridge of B+st containing an edge of (B A C)t_J {st} has just two attachments 
and every component of (B + st) - T1 has less than ]V(G)]/3 vertices. Now, in B ~ 
we use Lemma 1 to find a Tutte path T2 from s to t through e such that every T2- 
bridge of B ~ containing an edge of the outerwalk of B ~ has just two attachments. Now, 
T = (T1 - s t )U  7"2 is the desired cycle. 
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Hence, we may assume that e EB. We use induction to find a Tutte cycle T1 in B+st  
through e such that every Tl-bridge of B +st  containing an edge of (C NB)U {st} has 
just two attachments, and every component of  (B + st) - T1 contains less than ] V(G)I/3 
vertices. If st E T1, then we use Lemma 1 to find a Tutte path T2 in B ~ from s to t 
such that every T2-bridge of B' containing an edge of the outerwalk of B t has just 
two attachments, and so (T1 - s t )U  T2 gives the desired cycle. So st ~ 1"1. Then st is 
contained in a Tl-bridge of B with just two attachments. Now every Tl-bridge of G is 
a Tl-bridge of B except the Tl-bridge B t~ of G containing B t. I f  B ~ - T1 contains less 
than IV(G)]/3 vertices, then T= TI is the desired cycle. Hence, B pt - T1 contains at 
least IV(G)I/3 vertices, and so IV(B")I 1> IV(G)I/3+2. But then we choose S=B"  n T1, 
and let B" be the new B and let the new B ~ be the other (B" n T1 )-bridge of G. Thus, 
we have e ~ B, a case can be taken care of  as in the previous paragraph. This completes 
the proof of (1). 
Now, we consider G - C. By (1), if G - C contains no edge then G is a wheel, that 
is, G is the graph obtained from C by adding a vertex and joining it to every vertex 
on C. Clearly in this case G contains a Hamilton cycle. So we assume that G - C 
contains at least one edge. Let H be a block of G - C. Then every (H U C)-bridge 
of G has at most one attachment in H. Let w~ . . . . .  Wm be the attachments of (H U C)- 
bridges of  G on the outerwalk of H in this clockwise order. We define xiCy i to be the 
maximal subpath of C such that both xi and y; are in (H U C)-bridges of  G with wi 
as an attachment and no (H U C)-bridge of G containing wj, j ~ i, contains a vertex of  
xi Cy i -{x i ,  Yi }. Let Ji denote the union of  xi Cy i and all (H U C)-bridges of  G with all 
attachments contained in x i fy  i U {wi}. Since G is 2-connected, we may assume that 
eE ymCy 1. We use B1 . . . . .  Bp to denote the (HUC)-br idges in J1 containing wl. Let 
sjCtj cx lCy  1 be longest such that sj, tj EBj. By (1), J1 =(UP=I Bj)UxICYl. We may 
assume that sl , . . . ,Sp are on C in this clockwise order. Let Lj =Bj UsjCtj, and let Cj 
be the outerwalk of  Lj. 
(2) We may select H and J1 so that if e ELj then Lj contains less than I V(G)I/3 +4 
vertices. 
We may, e.g., choose H and J1 so that J1 is minimal. Suppose e ELj and IV(Zj)l/> 
I V(G)[/3 + 4. By definition of Lj, wl is not a cutvertex of  Lj - C. Hence, let H '  be 
the block of  Lj - C containing wl. With H ~ replacing H, it is easy to see that the new 
Jl is contained in the old Jl but the new Jl does not contain Wl, a contradiction. 
(3) We may choose H so that subject to (2), IV(Zj)l <<,2[V(G)[/3- 1 if e ~Lj, and 
]V(J~)I<<.2IV(G)[/3- 1 if i¢1  unless every (HU C)-bridge of G contained in J/ is 
an edge. 
Suppose that k¢  1, I v(Jk)l >21V(G) I /3 -  1, and not every (HU C)-bridge of G 
contained in Jk is an edge (or suppose that I V(Zk)[ > 2IV(G) I /3 -  1 with e ~ Lk). Select 
H and the notation so that Jk (or Lk) is minimal. We choose a block H ~ of G - C 
contained in Jk (or Lk) and containing wk (or wl ). We use H ~ to replace H. Let the 
new Jl be the (H ~ U C)-bridge of G containing wl (or wk) not as an attachment. Then 
the new Lj with e CLj contains less than IV(G)I/3 + 4 vertices since it is outside the 
old Jk (or outside the old Lk), and every new J,. with i/> 2 is contained in the old Jk 
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(or contained in the old Lk). Thus, by the choice of H and Jk (or L,), each new Ji, 
i>~ 2, has at most 21V(G)]/3- 1 vertices. This contradiction completes the proof of (3). 
Now, select s so that y~y l  but y i=y l  for i= l  . . . . .  s -  1. This can be done 
since G is a circuit graph. Let D be the outerwalk of H. We construct a new circuit 
graph (H' ,C) as follows: in the infinite face of H, we add a new vertex yl to H 
and join yl to w i for i=  1 . . . . .  s, where C' =w~Dwl U {ylwl,ylWs}. If for some l~>2, 
IV(J~)I>21V(G)I/3 - 1, then in H we use Lemma 1 to find a Tutte path P from wl 
to Ws through wt such that every P-bridge of H containing an edge of D has just 
two attachments. Otherwise, in H' we use induction to find a Tutte cycle T' through 
the edge ylW~ such that every T'-bridge of H '  containing an edge of C' has just two 
attachments, and every component of H' -  T' contains less than I V(H')I/3 < Iv.(a)l/3 
vertices. Clearly, wl E T', otherwise wl would be contained in a T'-bridge of H '  with 
three attachments. Let P = T' - Yl. We are going to extend the path P to the desired 
cycle T. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ylwk E T'. 
We first find a path P1 in Jl. Suppose k= 1, that is, ylWl E T'. IfeEspCtp, then by 
(2), I V(Zp)l <IV(G)I/3 + 4 vertices. Hence, we use Lemma 2 to find a Tutte path Rp 
in Lp from wl to Sp through tp and e such that every Rp-bridge of Lp containing an 
edge of spCpWl has just two attachments. Note that IV(Rp)I >~4 (since Wltp f~Lj), and 
so every component of Lp-Rp  contains less than I V(G)I/3 vertices. If e q~Lp, then 
we use (a) of Lemma 3 to find a Tutte path Rp in Lp from wl to Sp through tp such that 
every Rp-bridge of Lp containing an edge of spCpwi has just two attachments, and if 
a component ofLp-Rp has at least I V(G)I/3 >lV(Zp)l/2 vertices then it is contained in 
an Rp-bridge of Lp containing an edge of spCpwl. By (1) and since (G, C) is a circuit 
graph, every component of Lp-Rp  has less than I V(G)I/3 vertices. 
For j --- 1 . . . . .  p - 1, let L~. be obtained from Lj by adding a vertex uj and joining 
uj to wl and tj. I f  e~Lj (or eELj), we use (a) of Lemma 3 (or Lemma 2) to find 
a Tutte path Rj in Lj from sj to Wl through uj (or through uj and e) such that every Rj- 
bridge of L~ containing an edge of sjCjtj has just two attachments, and if a component 
of L~-R j  has at least I v(a)l/3 >1 IV(ZS)l/2 vertices (by (3)) then it is contained in 
an R~-bridge of L~ containing an edge of sjCjtj. By (1), every component of L~-R~. 
has less than I V(G)I/3 vertices. Let Rj=Rj -  uj. 
Now, suppose k ~ 1. Then for each j -- 1 . . . . .  p, we find the path Rj as in the previous 
paragraph. Finally, let P1 = ([-JY=I Rj) t3 {tj_lsj: j = 2 ..... p}. 
Now let J's=JsUylCXs. We will find a path Ps in as'- Clearly, J~s=Js if yl =xs. 
I f  I V(Js)[ >21V(G)I/3 - 1, then by (3) every (H U C)-bridge of G contained in ,Is is 
an edge. By (1) let Ps=x~CysU{WsX~} i f x~¢y l ,  otherwise, let x~' be the neighbor 
of yl =Xs on xsCy~, and let P~=x~CYstd{w~X's}. So we may assume that IV(Js)l <. 
2IV(G)I/3 - 1. Note that J~' - Yl is a plane chain of blocks. We take the minimal 
subchain of blocks of J[ - Yl containing both w~ and y~, and we denote it by J ' .  
Let D~ be the outerwalk of J', and let vE J 'AC  with ylCv shortest. In J '+  y~Ws 
we apply (a) of Lemma 3 to find a Tutte path P~, from w~ to y~ through v such that 
every P~-bridge of J' + y~ws containing an edge of w~D~y~ has just two attachments, 
and if a component of ( J '+  y~Ws)- Ps has at least I V(G)I/3 >IV(J')I/2 vertices then 
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it is contained in a Ps-bridge, say B, of j I  + ysWs with just two attachments. If  such 
a B does not exist, then we find the desired Ps. So suppose such a B exists. Then 
B contains an edge of wsDsv. In this case we may choose Ps so that B is minimal. 
We replace B by an edge f between its attachments, and in the resulting raph we use 
Lemma 2 to find a Tutte path Rs from Ws to Ys through v and f such that every 
Rs-bridge containing an edge of wsDsYs has just two attachments. In B we use (a) 
of Lemma 3 to find a Tutte path R' s between the two attachments of B such that 
every RIs-bridge of B containing an edge of B n Ds has just two attachments, and if 
an R~s-bridge of B has at least IV(G){~3 > [V( J ' ) /2 vertices then it contains an edge 
of B ADs. Let Ps =- (Rs - f )  UR' s. By the choice of B, every component of Js' - P~ has 
less than I V(G)I/3 vertices. 
Finally, we treat the remaining parts of the graph. Let F ~ be the union of ysCy m, 
all (H U C)-bridge of G with all attachments contained in ysCy m U {ws+l . . . . .  win}, and 
all T~-bridges of H containing some wi f~ T ~ (s + 1 <<. i <<. m). Let F = F ~ - T', and let 
al . . . . .  an be the cutvertices of F on C in this clockwise order, where ao=ys  and 
an+l = ym. We use F/ to denote the {ai_l,ai}-bridge of F containing a i - lCa i ,  and let 
F/ be the block of F/ containing ai- lCai.  We will find a path Qi in each F/. 
Let Qi =F/  if F/~ is an edge. So assume F/' is not an edge. By (1), F /AH ~ 0. 
Suppose F /NH = {ri} C V(P). By (1) and (3), we may assume that I V(F/)I <~2[V(G)[/ 
3 - 1. Let F i" be obtained from F/by adding a vertex ui and edges uiai and uiri. We use 
(a) of Lemma 3 to find a Tutte path Q; in Fi ~1 from a i - i  to ri through ui such that 
every Q;-bridge of F/" containing an edge of ai-1Cai has just two attachments, and if 
a component of F i ' -Q~ has at least [V(G)I/3 >~ IV(F/')I/2 vertices then it is contained 
in a Q;-bridge with just two attachments. Since (G,C)  is a circuit graph and by (1), 
every component of F/' - Q~ contains less than [ V(G)I/3 vertices. Let Qi = Q; - { ui, vi }. 
So assume that F/n H is contained in a P-bridge B of H with exactly two attach- 
ments. If IV(F/NB)I----1, then let ri be the unique vertex in Fi'NB; otherwise there 
is a vertex ri in the outercycle of F/ such that ri and the two vertices of B N P are 
in a face of G. By Lemma 1, we find a Tutte path R i in F/ from a i_ 1 to ai through 
r i such that every Ri-bridge of F/ containing an edge of its outercycle has just two 
attachments. If every component of F / ' -R  i contains less than I V(G)I/3 vertices, then 
let Qi =Ri. So we may assume that there is a component of F / -R i  with at least 
I V(G)I/3 vertices. Such a component is contained in an (H U C)-bridge J of G (which 
is contained in some Jk), since every component of F / -  Ri is completely contained 
in B or in an (HUC)-bridge of G and IV(B)I<IV(G)I/3 +2.  Let sCtca i _ lCa i  be 
longest such that s, t E V( J ) ,  and let J~ = J U sCt. Since every Ri-bridge of F/ contain- 
ing an edge of C has just two attachments, R~ n J contains a path from s or t to wk 
or a path from s to t. Let C ~ be the outerwalk of J~. 
First, suppose that Ri contains a path, say R, from s to t. I f  wk q~ R, then let J "  be 
obtained from j t  by adding a vertex r and edges rt and rwk. In J "  we use (a) of 
Lemma 3 to find a Tutte path R ~ from s to wk through r such that every R~-bridge of J~ 
containing an edge of sCt  has just two attachments, and if a component of J l~-R  ~ has 
at least I V(G)[/3 >t I V( J " ) I /2  vertices then it is contained in an R'-bridge of J "  with 
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exactly two attachments. Since (G, C) is a circuit graph and by ( 1 ), each component of 
J "  -R '  contains less than I V(G)I/3 vertices. Let Qi = ( Ri - ( R - { s, t } ) ) U ( R' - { r, wk }). 
So we may assume that wk E R. We use (b) of Lemma 3 to find a Tutte path R' 
in j t  from s to t through wk such that every Rt-bridge of J '  containing an edge 
of sC'wk has just two attachments, and if a component, say M, of j t  _ R t has at least 
I V(G)I/3 >IV(J')I/2 vertices then it is contained in a Rt-bridge of j t  with exactly two 
attachments. Moreover, there is a 2-cut {sl, tl } in J '  with sl E sCtt - t and t~ E tCtwk - 
{t, wk} such that M is contained in the {sl,tl}-bridge of j t  containing t. If this 
2-cut {sl, tl } does not exist, then we let Qi = (Ri - (R - {s, t})) UR'. So assume such 
a 2-cut {Sl,tl  } does exist in jr. By a symmetric argument, we may assume that J '  
contains a 2-cut {s2, t2} with S 2 E sCt - - s  and t2 C wkCtS - {Wk,S} such that the {s2, t2}- 
bridge of J '  containing s has at least I V(G)I /3 vertices. Since I V(J ') I  ~<21V(G)I/3 - 1, 
Sl,SZ, tl,t2 are on C r in this clockwise order and sl #s2. In the {tl,t2}-bridge of j t  
containing wk, we use Lemma 1 to find a Tutte path T1 from tl to t2 through wk. 
In the {sz, tl }-bridge of j t  containing t we use Lemma 1 to find a Tutte path T2 
from t to tl such that every Tz-bridge containing an edge of C' has just two attach- 
ments and if s2 ~ T2 then the Tz-bridge containing s2 has just one attachment. In the 
{sl,t2}-bridge o f J  r containing s we use Lemma 1 to find a Tutte path /'3 from s to t2 
such that every T3-bridge containing an edge of C t has just two attachments and if 
sl ~ 7"3 then the T3-bridge containing s~ has just one attachment. Let R' = T1 U T2 U/3. 
By (1) every component of J ' -R  t contains less than I V(G)I /3 vertices. Finally, let 
Qi = (Ri - (R - {s, t, wk } )) U R t. 
Now by symmetry, assume that Ri contains a path, say R, from s to wk. If  t E R, 
then in j t  we use (a) of Lemma 3 to find a Tutte path R' from s to wk through t 
such that every R'-bridge of j r  containing an edge of C has just two attachments, 
and if a component of J ' -R '  has at least I V(G)I /3 > I V ( J ' ) I /2  vertices then it is 
contained in a Rr-bridge of j t  with just two attachments. Since (G, C) is a circuit 
graph and by (1), each component of J '  - R' contains less than I V(G) I /3 vertices. Let 
Qi = (Ri - (R - {s, t, wk} )) U R'. 
So assume t ~ R. Then t E Ri. Let j rt  be the minimal union of blocks of j t  _ t 
containing wkC's.  Let C" be the outerwalk of J " ,  and let s' E J  n N C such that s'Ct 
is shortest. In J n  + wks, we use (a) of Lemma 3 to find a Tutte path R t from s 
to wk through s' such that every R'-bridge of jtr containing an edge of sC"wk has 
just two attachments, and if a component of J " -R '  has at least I V(G) I /3 > IV( j ' r ) I /2  
vertices then it is contained in an R'-bridge of J " ,  say M, with just two attachments. 
If  such M does not exist, then let Qi =(R i -  (R -  {s, wk}) )UR t. If such M does exist, 
then M contains an edge of sC"wk.  We choose R' so that M is minimal. In the new 
graph obtained from J n  by replacing M with an edge f ,  we use Lemma 1 to find 
a Tutte path T1 from s to wk through f such that every Tl-bridge containing an edge 
of Cn N M has just two attachments. Now in M we use (a) of Lemma 3 to find a Tutte 
path T2 between the vertices of M n T1 through a vertex in (M fq C") - TI such that 
every T2-bridge of M containing an edge of C" N M has just two attachments, and if 
a component of M-T2  has at least I V(G)I /3 > IV(M) I /2  vertices then it is contained in 
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a T2-bridge of  M with just two attachments. By the minimal ity of  M,  every component 
of  M-  T2 contains less than IV(G)I/3 vertices. Now let R '=(T1  - f )UT% and let 
ai = (Ri - (R - {s, wk }) )  U R'. 
Finally, (T '  - y lws)UP l  UP~U(Um=l Qi) gives the desired T. [] 
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